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If a crisis happened today would you be ready for it?Would you and your family be able to feed and

protect itself?Do you believe in wishing for the best but preparing for the worst? If you're anything

like me and have a family or loved ones to protect, then you know that being prepared in a disaster

situation can mean the difference between life and death. This book will go over not only why SHTF

prepping is important, but how to go about doing it and what food and other items you'll need not

only for your short term survival but for your long term survival as well.I'll show you what skills you'll

need to master, along with what weapons and tools you'll need to have on hand at all times. I'll also

discuss some tips and tricks you'll want to know to keep your family safe, along with some DIY

prepper projects you can implement around your home to make your space more functional and

safe.Inside you'll learn:An Introduction to SHTF PreppingBasic Food & Water Long Term Survival

GuideA Guide to Bugging Out and Creating the Perfect Bug Out BagThe Art of Off Grid Living20

Skills You'll Want To Learn and Master To Survive100 Tips & Tricks On How to Prepare Your

Family For Disaster77 Items You Need to Have In Your SHTF Stockpile Now!30 Things to Stockpile

With a High Barter ValuePreparing Your SHTF Arsenal & Defending Your Home 20 Functional DIY

Prepper Projects You Need to Try!A Specialized Guide to Urban Prepping1 FREE Bonus

BookMuch much more! The time to get started is now! Proper preparation takes time and careful

planning. Don't let yourself become a victim of circumstance. Prepare now and benefit later!Don't

Delay Any Further and Download This Book Today!
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A very interesting book. First of all, the author is not a nutcase. He doesn't have prophetic visions of

doom or predictions of the zombie apocalypse to peddle. He points out there are many different

local or regional disasters that can and have disrupted the normal way of life for days or weeks at a

time. Prepping puts you in position to survive these events.His style is very easy to follow. A

conversational tone and illustrations from his own experience makes the author very human.The

book is a good beginning resource. It surveys areas such as food, power, health care and defense.

It presents numerous options that are available and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of

each. Often he intends to start the thought process and provides other resources where you can

pursue the ideas further.I enjoyed this book very much.

This is certainly a book thatÃ¢Â€Â™s meant for providing essential information and how-toÃ¢Â€Â™s

for prepping when disaster strikes (or when SHTF). Yet itÃ¢Â€Â™s well written and engaging. In the

beginning, it encourages you to ask the fundamental important questions so you can realistically

prepare. And then it goes into the food prep, locations, storage, emergency procedures, bug out

bags and so many little practical tips as well (eg. using a crayon for a candle is something I never

would have thought of).The sheer amount of information in this book can be overwhelming at first:

but whatÃ¢Â€Â™s more overwhelming would be being unprepared when the SHTF. This book is

totally worth it and may be a life-saver if that time comes.

Looking at the deadly weather and natural cataclysms hitting countries across the world in recent

months, I thought we needed to create a shelter and some reserves in case something happens in

our homecity too. And this book was so helpful in that extent. Especially the part about the good

storage, Like what to store and how to store it properly. And though some tips seem kinda too much

a Hollywood catastrophe scenario, overall it offers a myriad of helpful and valuable tips for those

who like being prepared for everything including the SHTF



A perfect and necessary book for everyone. The author devoted his material to the preparation for

probable human-made disasters or natural disasters, writing a book on survival in the current

extreme conditions. I liked the valuable advice that the author shared, especially on the creation of

an emergency backpack for each member of the family, as well as tips on preparing stocks for this

emergency. I recommend a manual that can save you and your family in a situation of urgency.

Bought this book yesterday and finished it just a little bit ago, It is very informative and helpful, It's

full of all sorts of tips,tricks and tactics for surviving a SHTF scenario. As expected a small chunk of

this book didn't pertain to me as I am in an urban area, But still valuable information to learn

regardless.Only reason for me knocking a star off is due to the more than several grammatical

errors. I am never one to be fussy but it got to the point where it started becoming noticeable.

Nothing against the book but it must be mentioned.Over all great read and I would surely

recommend it!

Excellent book to learn about how to prepare yourself and your family for any disaster. It goes into

detail about exactly how to be ready, but it is not just a list of stuff to stockpile. It teaches you how to

think like a survivalist so you can make the right call when the chips are down for real. The book is

full of useful tips, and I recommend it to everyone!

I am just starting with the whole prepping process. I am so glad that I chose this as my first book

because the author writes authoritatively from his experience in preparation and maintenance in a

state of readiness. From this perspective he passes on invaluable tips/suggestions and lists which

although quite comprehensive (immediate vs long-term prepping for urban and suburban dwellers)

obviously cannot cover the Ã¢Â€Âœhow toÃ¢Â€Â• of everything. For this reason he suggests the

reader to prepare himself by buying physical books to fill the gap (such as how to can or dehydrate

food) as well for survivor prep arsenal. I highly recommend!

Very good compilation of recommendations, that will help you and your family to feel secure t time

of possible disasters. In this book you will find a lot of tips for different situations. They are very clear

and it's easy to follow them. Also thanks a lot for DIY part.
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